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Rainforest Partnership Response To Brazil’s Amazon Fires
Austin, Texas:
● We’re witnessing the horrific destruction as Brazil’s Amazon rainforest burns
● Rainforest Partnership shares the world’s anguish
● It’s time to harness our energy to transform hopelessness and horror into inspiration and
impactful action
● We’ve launched a viral “Faces of the Forest” campaign (blog link below).
At Rainforest Partnership, we protect Amazon rainforests by working directly with rainforest communities
in creating sustainable livelihoods that allow them to protect their forests. That’s been our purpose and
privilege these last 12 years. Vulnerable rainforest demands our help, and every day, our team in Latin
America and Austin responds through powerful projects that yield meaningful results.
Today we’re mobilizing everyone moved by the horror of Brazil’s rainforest fires.
“The Amazon is burning. Many people are angry. Many are hurting. Most feel helpless.
We’ve received messages from people around the world expressing their alarm. In such
times, it is important to take time to acknowledge the loss we feel and strengthen our
resolve to continue undeterred. This is how we can transform hopelessness to
inspiration, and intention to action.”
— CEO Niyanta Spelman
By working directly with indigenous and local communities in the Amazon to build durable economies and
create sustainable livelihoods, our work gives people the power to protect their rainforests. Share this
post and donate directly on our website to save the forest (link below)!
Faces of the Forest campaign: https://rainforestpartnership.org/faces-of-the-forest-seven-solutions/
Reaction Blog:
https://rainforestpartnership.org/we-feel-your-pain-reacting-to-the-news-of-the-amazon-fires-in-brazil/
To partner or join our campaigns, contact Kar Dhillon (Director of Partnerships):
kar@rainforestpartnership.org
To interview Niyanta Spelman (CEO), contact Chris Bruce (CMO): chris@rainforestpartnership.org
###
About Rainforest Partnership: Rainforest Partnership is an international non-profit based in Austin, TX
that works directly with rainforest communities to protect and regenerate tropical rainforests. To learn
more about Rainforest Partnership, visit www.rainforestpartnership.org.

